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the zee-volut

Punit Goenka sees growth at home, abroad and online for the

C

Rs (Millions)

ommercial TV in India celebrates its twentieth stronghold and priority for future growth. Losses from Zee’s
anniversary this year, after the country’s first sports arm, which Goenka anticipates reaching breakeven in
entertainment channel, Zee TV, started beaming 2014, also dented profitability last year.
The ultimate goal is restoring Zee’s margins to their
three-hour blocks of Bollywood movies into Indian homes in
October 1992. It’s been an eventful journey for the company former glory, consistently exceeding a 30% cushion, an
that started it all: a pioneer that continued to blaze a trail impressive performance for any broadcaster worldwide.
after the launch of Zee TV into regional and international Profits are already healthier thanks to MediaPro, a fivemarkets, as well as cable and DTH platforms, but a survivor year distribution partnership with Star which has helped lift
growth in Zee’s analog subs revenues to 16-17% over the
too, buffeted by some fierce storms along the way.
Well known for its fiscal discipline in a TV business past 12 months, compared with a 6-7% norm. Nonetheless,
characterized by competition and continual reinvention, surpassing 30% will be tough going until India’s overloaded
Zee has modified its approach at times but stuck to its analog distribution networks are replaced by spacious new
guns, protecting margins by steering clear of the big bets digital pipes. Digital migration, which started in earnest
on content and marketing made by its peers. It’s been far in India when DTH operators began actively marketing
from easy however, especially when archrival Star dominated themselves five years ago, enables fresh business models
and new revenue streams; allowing
Hindi entertainment around a
premium channel tiers to develop
decade ago, despite repeated The Pursuit Of Profit
while boosting affiliate revenues by
attempts by Zee to claw back share. On course for a US$175 million return in 2013
making subscriber numbers more
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extension to the original deadline,
the board the only way to turn the
which has already been pushed back
company around was slowly, and
painfully. “You have to build it back brick by brick,” he says. from June 30 to October 31 this year. Government plans to
migrate cable systems nationwide by the end of 2015 seem
“Over the last eight years, that’s proven to work for us.”
Early ventures into non-Hindi regional markets, as well as overly optimistic, potentially squeezing margins for Zee and
support from less volatile subscription revenue, helped sustain other broadcasters in the near-to-medium term.
“There was a time when margins were consistently 30%Zee’s bottom line when its flagship channel endured tough
times. Nonetheless, margins today are lower than Goenka plus,” Goenka says. “Today, we are in the 25-27% range.
and the board would like following another spell of intense We still aspire to go back to 30% but it will take a few
rivalry in Hindi entertainment at the end of the last decade, years to get there. The only way it will go back to the 30%
as well as more recent competition in regional markets, a key mark is if digitization happens.” Zee has already started
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iconic broadcaster

developing a suite of more targeted digital-only
channels, including kids (ZeeQ), sport (Ten Golf)
and lifestyle (food channel Khana Khazana), in
addition to its suite of HD and English-language
channels. At the same time, production facilities
are also being upgraded. Zee’s Hindi output
is now 100% HD and down-converted as
required. Digitization of Zee’s content library,
now 50% complete, should be finished by the
end of next year.
New Frontiers
This will help Zee’s subscription-based online
video service Ditto TV, which made its debut
in February. Although it carries only linear
channels so far – around 50 including offerings
from rival broadcasters such as Sony, NDTV
and Turner – Goenka sees the business coming
into its own via on-demand content. “That’s
where the money is,” he remarks. “You pull
in the people with streaming channels, but
you push them towards consuming ondemand.” The site, geo-blocked for Indian
audiences, should go live in the US and
UK by the end of the year, while a lowresolution version for non-3G mobile
devices has just launched at home, offering
more affordable daily rather than monthly
packs. Ditto will need a critical mass of
around one million active subs to start
making money, from over 10,000 customers
today, a goal Goenka sees happening
within two to three years. It’s still early
days, he admits, unsure whether Zitto
will develop as a mainly mobile or more
multiplatform business, and how much it
will appeal to existing pay-TV subs. “My
gut tells me the overlap
with cable and satellite
is not more than 5%,” he
muses, “but no-one in the
world knows the answer.”
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Goenka is also pushing for further growth by seeking out in English for second and third generation Indians living
new audiences outside India, with original shows as well as abroad. Having launched India’s first overseas channel, Zee
repurposed library content, while bolstering Zee’s regional UK, 17 years ago, Zee has pushed its library to the limits
channel portfolio at home. With around US$240 million on with the Indian diaspora, though executives see scope to
Zee’s books, which are debt-free, and cash profits running continue to grow the global audience, from 650 million
at about US$30 million per quarter, Goenka has a sizable today, including English, to a billion by 2017. This means
warchest at his disposal, which could be deployed to power Zee must bring more non-Indian viewers into the fold. It has
organic or inorganic growth. The scope to make a major already created original channels for two large markets with
acquisition within India is dwindling however, particularly growth potential but underdeveloped domestic production,
now that regional TV network Eenadu has been snapped the Middle East and Russia. These early forays rely heavily
on dubbed content from Zee’s library,
up by Reliance. A major deal overseas
The goal is leadership in every as well as some acquired content, but
is possible but, if it happens at all, is
also serve as potential springboards
unlikely to take place soon.
genre. We are not in a hurry
for further expansion.
“We would not acquire something,
After launching Zee Russia less than two years ago, Zee
unless we understand that market,” Goenka explains. “The
critical thing is for us to understand that market first, and has secured a decent footprint of about five million Russian
then see whether it’s an organic or inorganic entry. In this homes, in what is still a predominantly analog market.
country we have evaluated practically all the deals that have However, the success of four-year-old Middle Eastern
happened in the last five years. We have backed out of all of channel Zee Aflam, a subtitled Bollywood offering which
them for one single reason: they want better multiples than broke even last year, has paved the way for the launch of a
general entertainment sibling, Zee Alwan, in July. Alongside
what we trade at, so it’s just not possible to do the deals.”
Zee is about to start producing its first original content shortened versions of sprawling soaps beloved by Indian
for an international channel, to broaden its international audiences, edited down to a fifth of their original running
revenue base, while also looking at a bespoke product time, Zee Alwan will soon include five to six hours of local
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proposition for advertisers, seen by media buyers as a costefficient complement to Star Plus. Despite steering clear of
impact programming anchored around pricey reality formats
or top celebrities, Zee’s approach to programming, seen by
some as conservative, has stood the broadcaster in good
stead. Sony and Colors, the two other channels inhabiting
Hindi entertainment’s top tier, are more oriented towards
specific audiences and programming
formats, but Zee’s broad appeal ensures
inclusion on most media plans.
Goenka also wants to recharge
momentum in non-Hindi markets, reInto Africa
energizing Zee in regions where the
At present, there are no further plans for
broadcaster has lost its early mover
original production outside the Middle
advantage, such as West Bengal and
East, a mainly free-to-air market where
Maharashtra, while taking advantage
advertising makes up 80% of TV industry
of political upheavals in Tamil Nadu to
revenues. However, Zee is studying the
raise Zee’s profile alongside a wider drive
potential for tailored channels elsewhere,
in larger Southern markets. He is also
focusing for the moment on Indonesia
expanding the regional portfolio, mainly
and South Africa. At the same time,
with movie channels following earlier
the company is working on an EnglishWe have evaluated
forays in entertainment and news, having
language offering to appeal to South
all the deals in India
built up a library of around 1,900 nonAsians living abroad who may still watch
in the last five years
Hindi movies.
Bollywood, but no longer connect with
Nearly four years after the launch of
homegrown soaps and dramas. “A lot of Punit Goenka, Zee Entertainment Enterprises
Zee’s first regional movie channel, Marathiresearch is being done on that right now,”
Goenka says. “By the end of this year, we will be finalizing language offering Zee Talkies, Zee unveiled its second, Zee
Bangla Cinema, in September. Movie channels can serve
our plans when to launch it, and in which markets.”
Back at home, Goenka is bulwarking Zee’s domestic as reliable reach and frequency builders for advertisers. As
business, steadily turning up the dial on original production advertiser interest in non-Hindi markets grows, these moves
for flagship channel Zee TV, pared down by over a fifth in should benefit Zee. Expansion into other genres may make
2008 to 24 hours a week ahead of the financial crisis. “It’s only sense, depending on market conditions and access to library
now we are ramping it back up,” he says. “We are currently content, though Goenka wants to secure a strong footing
at about 27 to 28 hours a week, which by the end of this for the existing portfolio first. “In every genre, the goal is
year will go to anything from 32 to 35 hours, depending on leadership, but at what cost?” he says, echoing Zee’s financial
market conditions. I think that’s a healthy supply of original rigor. “We have patience, we are not in a hurry. In the top
two, you’ll make a lot of money. In the top three, you’ll still
content in the Hindi genre.”
With a following spanning smaller towns in Hindi-speaking make money. Below that, there’s a question mark as to what
markets as well as the largest metros, Zee TV is an attractive happens to you.”
drama content per week, made specifically for Zee. “It has
taken three years to launch,” Goenka says. “The challenge
has been doing extensive research to find out which of our
stories work in that market, then crunching 300 episodes
down to 60 episodes. There are also aspects like comedies
work best in the Egyptian accent, romantic stories work
best in the Syrian accent. This is all based on research we
have done in those markets. The channel
launched in July, and by the end of this
year we will start local production.”
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